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About VNRVJIET

Established in the year 1995 by Vignana Jyothi Society, Vallurupalli Nageswara Rao
Vignana Jyothi Institute of Engineering and Technology (also known as VNRVJIET) is
recognized as a “College with Potential for Excellence” by UGC and has been
accredited by NAAC with A++ with South India’s highest CGPA of 3.73 out of 4.

Harbouring over 7000 students and staff members, the institute is home to the VJ
Hub, one of the 50 incubators in the Telangana State that houses 12 incubates.

The college has won many accolades at Regional, National and International levels
including “Diamond” rating by QS I.GAUGE, “Best Innovation by Engineering
Institute” at Global Education Summit, and so on.

VNRVJIET provides learning blended with creativity and innovation, creating
leaders of tomorrow by providing opportunities through rigorous academic,

co-curricular, and extracurricular activities.



About Sintillashunz

With a 20 year legacy behind us, we bring to you one of the biggest cultural fests
in South India!

For three magical days, take in everything cultural arts has to offer with a myriad
of events, competitions, and activities hosted by a driven team of student
organisers.

These student organisers come from the various clubs of VNRVJIET to represent
their own forms of art which they preserve and grow, and thus each embody their
own arts festival within this grand fiesta.

Here, we nurture a Festival of Visual Arts, Literary Arts, Spiritual Arts, and
Performative Arts spearheaded by these clubs. Throughout it all, indulge yourself
on the delectable food and drink stalls in a Festival of Culinary Arts.

Be dazzled by the lights, sounds, and movements through the stunning live music
and dance performances held by students all across South India. Witness a show
of a lifetime as our guest celebrity artists set the stage on fire!



Highlight Events

1. Rahul Sipligunj

Taking the stage during Sintillashunz 2023 Music Night - April 5th - is Rahul
Sipligunj, a singer, songwriter, and independent musician known all across India
for his hit Telugu songs, including the global sensation "Naatu Naatu".

2. Danika

Coming to Sintillashunz 2023 EDM Night - April 6th - is Danika, professional
performer, DJ, and violinist. Her performances bring the perfect mix of live violin
techniques with professional DJ sets and fantastic energy on the dance floor.

3. Pro Bros

Coming to Sintillashunz 2023 EDM Night - April 6th - are the Pro Bros, professional
DJ Duo known all across India for their energetic tracks and remixes. Their
performances bring the spirit and vigour of EDM to the Indian audience and to
cheering crowds all around the world.

4. Crescendo

Crescendo, the Music Club of VNRVJIET, sings to the world in their live musical
performance during Sintillashunz 2023 Music Night - April 5th. Their band merges



rock and pop music with some retro songs in the mix for a harmonious melody to
awe the entire crowd.

5. Livewire

Livewire, the Hip-Hop Dance Club of VNRVJIET, owns the floor in their live dance
performance during Sintillashunz 2023 EDM Night - April 6th. Their crew steps to
the beat of all styles of music, from Tollywood and Bollywood, to Hip-Hop and Folk
Songs, for 40 minutes of fantastical fusion footwork.

6. Nrithya Tarang

Nrithya Tarang, the Classical Dance Club of VNRVJIET, bridges the gap between the
arts of the past and present during their live performance at Sintillashunz 2023
EDM Night - April 6th. Their dance fuses the delicate step of traditional classical
dance with the dynamic energy of modern music for 20 minutes of pure delight.

7. Dramatrix

Dramatrix, the Theatre Club of VNRVJIET, brings story to motion during their live
performance at Sintillashunz 2023 Music Night - April 5th. Their mythological
Natakam tells the story of Draupadi Swayamvaram, for 15 minutes of absolute
immersion.

8. Hyderabad’s Hop Convention ( HHC )



Hyderabad's Hop Convention (or) HHC, the biggest dance competitions in all of
Hyderabad, will be performing at VNRVJIET - April 5th during Sintillashunz 2023.
Teams from all over India come to fight for the top spot in this heated dance
competition organised by the Livewire crew of VNRVJIET and judged by a critically
acclaimed professional hip-hop artist.



Inauguration Ceremony

Cultural Day - 2022 was celebrated on Tuesday, 4th of April 2023 at VNR Vignana
Jyothi Institute of Engineering and Technology. This cultural day is to celebrate the
commitment of VNRVJIET to nurture the talent and creativity of students with
much vigour and enthusiasm and it marks a perfect amalgamation of harmony,
culture and humanistic spirit.

The program started at 10:00 am with a classical dance performed by Nritya
Tarang, the classical dance club of VNR VJIET, followed by a dance performance by
Kota Gnanaswi. Then, Tejaswini and Saranya gave a beautiful classical song
performance.



The guests and dignitaries were then invited onto the dais and the traditional
Lamp-lighting ceremony was conducted by all the dignitaries as a tribute to
Mother Saraswati, the Goddess of Knowledge. This was followed by an invocation
song to inaugurate the Cultural Day program.



Dr. Y. Padmasayi, Dean, Student Progression gave the welcome address at 10:40
am with emphasis on why it is important to celebrate the talents and creativity of
the students. Dr. C. D. Naidu, Principal, VNR VJIET shared a few words of wisdom
and inspiration at, followed by Dr. B. Chenna Kesava Rao, Director, VNRVJIET who
motivated the students with his speech at.

At 11:00 am, Mr. Vamsee Chaganti, a well reputed film actor, addressed the
gathering as the Guest of Honour for the day. He shared his experiences and
thoughts with the students, filling them with inspiration.

The Chief Guest for the day, Dr. Saluri Koteshwara Rao (Koti), Music Director,
addressed the gathering at. He shared his insights and experiences in the field of
music and encouraged the students to embrace their talents.

Dr. Koti was then felicitated and the program ended with a vote of thanks,
expressing gratitude towards all the guests, dignitaries, and participants for their
contributions towards making the Cultural Day a grand success.

Thus the inauguration ceremony concluded at 11:45 am and the Sintillashunz
2023 cultural festival officially began!



Night Events

Sintillashunz is a festival that shines brightest at night! The night events and
performances give an opportunity for the performative clubs of VNRVJIET to
demonstrate their skills on the Sinti stage, as well as feel the energy of special
guest performers.

Day 1 - April 4th

1. Hyderabad Hop Convention

Starting off the three-day fest Sintillashunz Live-Wire, the Hip Hop Club of VNR
VJIET organised the biggest Hip Hop convention in Hyderabad - the Hyderabad
Hop Convention (HHC). As a part of HHC, solo and duo competitions in multiple
forms of dance were organised. The competition, which was held at APJ Abdul
Kalam Auditorium on the morning of April 4th, was attended by over 30
participants, out of which the best were awarded cash prizes.

The main event of HHC took place on the evening of the same day, which was the
7th edition of the collegiate group dance competition. The competition was



graced by Mr. Swapnil Kumar, the founder of Proximity Crew, who was an
honourable judge. The event was a blast, with stellar performances from multiple
dance groups from various colleges, including IIT-Madras. The dancers were
amazing with their fluid and powerful moves, and the audience was surely
captivated by the choreographies.

The competition was finally concluded with the United Dance Crew from CBIT
emerging as winners and the Livewire crew standing in as runners-up.



Day 2 - April 4th

2. Pro Show by Crescendo

On April 5th, Sintillashunz 2023 hosted a thrilling Music Night event that
showcased some of the most talented musicians from VNRVJIET. The event
featured the impressive performance of Crescendo, the Music Club of VNRVJIET.
Their live musical performance was a blast that filled the audience's hearts with
pride and joy. The band performed a harmonious melody of rock, pop, and retro
songs that awed the entire crowd. The event was a huge success and left
everyone in attendance with a memorable experience.

3. Performance by Dramatrix

Dramatrix - the theatre club of VNRVJIET, enchanted the audience as they
performed a stage play on Sinti Stage on April 5th. The play was a work of drama,
consisting mostly of dialogue between characters and intended for theatrical
performance. They enacted a small act from the Hindu epic Mahabharat,
specifically the Draupadi Swayamvar where Draupadi is the main female
protagonist. Drupada, her father, intended to wed Draupadi to Arjuna, who had
previously defeated him in a battle.



Upon hearing of the Pandavas' supposed death at Varanavata, he set up a
Swayamvar contest for Draupadi to choose her husband from the competitive
contest. The test was to lift and string a bow, and fire arrows to pierce the eye of a
golden fish only by looking at its reflection in the water. The news of Draupadi's
Swayamvar spread far and wide, and numerous princes, as well as the general
public including brahmanas, began proceeding towards Panchala.



At the Swayamvar, almost all the assorted monarchs were unable to complete the
challenge. There are some variations regarding Karna's participation. Some
renditions show Draupadi refusing to marry Karna on account of him being a
Suta. In the end, Arjuna succeeded in the task, dressed as a Brahmin. The other
attendees, including the Kauravas and Karna, protested at a Brahmin winning the
competition and attacked Draupadi and Arjuna. Arjuna and Bhima together
protected Draupadi by defeating all attendees and were able to retreat.

4. Performance by Rahul Sipligunj

The night was filled with music and entertainment, and the audience spirits were
higher than ever as they anticipated the performance by Rahul Sipligunj, a singer,
songwriter, and independent musician known for his hit Telugu songs. As soon as
he took the stage, the hype in the audience levelled up to the sky, and Sipligunj
brought it up even higher with his energy.

The award-winning Oscar performer's contagious energy left the audience
dancing and jumping to the beats, and singing along to the melodies. Some songs
filled the audience with nostalgia, while others filled them with energy, but in the
end, it was Sipligunj's voice that tied everything up. As he performed his hit Telugu
songs, including the global sensation "Naatu Naatu," the audience was completely
immersed in the music. The atmosphere was electric, and it was clear that
everyone was having the time of their lives.





Day 3 - April 4th

5. Pro Show by Livewire

Livewire, the Hip-Hop Dance Club of VNRVJIET, began the final night of the fest
with their spectacular performance during Sintillashunz 2023 EDM Night.
Together with Nrithya Tarang, the crew performed three sets of back-to-back
performances, filled with power-packed moves that left the audience brimming
with energy. Spectators were unable to resist moving to the fluid moves of the
dancers, and the choice of energetic beats only added to the excitement.

Livewire's performance was a true fusion of music and dance, as their crew
stepped to the beat of all styles of music, including Tollywood and Bollywood,
Hip-Hop, and Folk Songs. The dancers' fantastical footwork was a sight to behold,
making for a delivery that was truly unforgettable.



6. Pro Show by Nrithya Tarang

Nrithya Tarang, the Classical Dance Club of VNRVJIET, showcased their talents on
the final day of Sintillashunz, April 6th, 2023. Together with Live-Wire, they
delivered three back-to-back performances that left the audience in awe. The
pro-show was a spectacular display of the regality that classical dance holds and
the dancers were virtuous in their art. Their movements and selection of
melodious beats left all of us spectators amazed.

Nrithya Tarang's dance performance was a perfect blend of traditional and
contemporary styles. Their 20-minute dance fusion showcased the delicate steps
of classical dance, while still incorporating the dynamic energy of modern music.
The performance was an excellent bridge between the arts of the past and
present, and provided a delightful contrast to Live-Wire's high-energy
performance.



7. EDM Night with Danika

Danika, a professional performer, DJ, and violinist, takes the stage during
Sintillashunz 2023 EDM Night - April 6th - to bring her unique blend of live violin
techniques and professional DJ sets to the audience. Her beats are a perfect mix
of modern EDM and vintage violin melodies, creating an unforgettable experience
for all who listen.

Danika's performance was met with enthusiastic cheers and applause from the
crowd, who could not resist dancing to her beats with their hands up in the air.
Her talent left the audience mesmerised, as they were treated to a delightful
display of musical skill and energy.





8. EDM Night with The Pro Bros

The Pro Bros, a professional DJ Duo, rocked the stage at Sintillashunz 2023 EDM
Night on April 6th. Known for their high-energy tracks and remixes, they have
gained a huge fan following all across India and beyond. Their music filled the air
with an electric vibe that had the audience on their feet and dancing to the beats.

The Pro Bros' performances are renowned for bringing the spirit and vigour of
EDM to the Indian audience, and they did not disappoint at Sintillashunz. With
their seamless transitions and hard-hitting drops, they created an unforgettable
experience that had the crowd cheering and jumping.

The Pro Bros' setlist featured a mix of their original tracks and remixes,
showcasing their versatility and creativity as DJs. They even threw in some Punjabi
beats that had the crowd going wild.



Day Events - Stentorian

During Sintillashunz 2023, Stentorian - The English Literature Club of VNRVJIET -
conducted a total of 8 events across the first two days of the fest. These events
are as follows:

1. Amazing Race

On the first day of the Sintillashunz fest, the Amazing Race 3.0 was hosted by
Stentorian, and it turned out to be the biggest event of the day. 42 teams,
consisting of 84 participants, took part in this large-scale treasure hunt that
involved completing 15 fun tasks located in different spots all over the college
campus. The team that completed all the tasks first emerged as the winner of the
race.

Each task was set up in such a way that they required a combination of physical
strength, mental agility, and teamwork to complete. The tasks included solving
riddles, deciphering codes, physical challenges, and finding hidden objects. The
participants were seen running frantically all over the college, trying to complete



the tasks as fast as they could. The atmosphere was charged with energy as the
teams tried to outdo each other.

Winners:
1st Place: G Vinay Kalyan from 2nd Year CS-AIDS and G Varun Kalyan from 1st year
Automobile Engineering
2nd Place: G K Keerthana from 3rd year ECE and Tanmayi from 3rd year CSBS
3rd Place: K Prashanth from 3rd year ECE and Sanjitha from 2nd year CSE-DS

2. Devil’s Advocate

Devil's advocate event was conducted on day 1 , where participants took on the
role of a devil's advocate, meaning they were tasked with intentionally arguing
against a proposition or idea.

This event had the most unique setup.The atmosphere was suffused with a deep,
blood-red hue that cast a dim light over the room. The shadows flickered on the
walls, creating an eerie sense of movement. A hissing sound of devil’s advocates
echoed through the chamber.It was a place of terror and dread, the very
embodiment of questioning evil. The ambience was tense, with purposefully
arranged letters stuck meticulously on the wall

Winners :
1st place: BHARGAV – 4th year EEE
2nd place: RACHANA - 4th year IT
3rd place: CHIRUHAAS - 2nd year CS-CYS

3. Poisoned Pen

Poisoned Pen was an exciting writing event organised by Stentorian, a renowned
literary club, to promote crime fiction writing and its impact on literature. The



event was held on April 4th, from 2 pm to 5 pm, at the ELCS lab (A - 117) on the
first floor of A block.

The event flow involved participants who were fans of crime fiction to write a
short story featuring the crime genre of their choice. The twist was that they had
to incorporate one of two different crime-related clues in their story. These clues
were given to the participants at the start of the event, where they had to pick
one of the two prompts that were displayed, and the clues related to that
particular prompt were shared with them, and the participants had to choose one
of the prompts and use their creativity to write up a story around the events that
transpired in the prompt that they chose.

Winners :
1st place: Niharika – 2nd year EIE
2nd place: K Srikruthi - 1st year AIML

4. Slam Poetry

This year Stentorian organised Slam Poetry on 5th April 2023. Slam poetry is a
speaking event which gives the spotlight to the enticing words of poetry written
by anyone, in the language they are comfortable in.It is an event where words and
verses are brought to life,about vulnerability, and having the courage to express
yourself on the stage.



VNR alumni and former Stentorian chairpeople were invited to preside over and
act as judges for the event. Each participant was evaluated by five criteria: Clarity;
Stage Presence; Structure; Imagery; Enjoyment. A total of 12 participants took the
stage and dazzled their entire audience.

Winners:
1st place - Rachana from 4th year, IT.
2nd place -Sanjitha from 2nd year, CSE-DS.
3rd place - Hitaarth from 4th year,CSBS.

5. Bang Jam

Bang Jam is a speaking competition where each round features four participants
who speak individually on a given prompt provided by the moderator. At the



beginning of each round, the moderator presents the prompt and the first person
to hit the bench is given the microphone to speak. As the round progresses, the
other participants have the option to object if they believe the current speaker
has made a grammatical error or any other mistake. If the objection is valid, the
microphone is given to the participant who has objected. At the end of each
one-minute round, the participant with the highest score wins the round. The
scoring is based on the quality of the speech and the number of valid objections
raised by the participant.

Bang Jam took place on April 5th, 2023 at A013, starting at 11 am. Many students
participated in the event, and there was an enthusiastic response from the crowd.
The session was moderated by Rithvik and Druva, who did an excellent job of
keeping the event organised and exciting. With their guidance, the participants
were able to showcase their speaking skills and engage the audience with their
insights and perspectives. Overall, Bang Jam was a successful event that
highlighted the talent and creativity of the students who participated.

Winners:
1st Place: Srikruthi - 1st year AIML
2nd Place: Prashanth - 3rd year ECE



6. Fanfic Frenzy

Fanfic Frenzy was an exciting literary event organised by Stentorian, a renowned
literary club, aimed at promoting fanfiction writing and its impact on literature.
The event took place in the ELCS lab on the first floor of A block on the scheduled
date April 5th , from 11 am to 3 pm. The event flow involved participants, who
were fanatics, to write a fanfiction on their favourite fandom with a challenge
criterion of choosing the genre of the fanfiction and a prompt to be featured in it
by fun little games. Fanfiction could be any creative story using pre-existing
characters and worlds.

To make the event more interesting, the participants were given a dartboard to
choose the genre of their fanfiction. The genres included romance, thriller,
mystery, comedy, drama, and horror. Moreover, participants could choose a
prompt from a fun collection of tarot cards.

Winners:
1st Place: Shishira- 2nd year,CSE-IOT



2nd Place A.Sreenidhi-1st Year, CSE

7. Trivia

Stentorian organised Trivia as the second major event during the three-day fest,
Sintillashunz. The event featured teams of four competing against each other by
answering questions from various categories such as anime, movies, TV shows,
current affairs, and general knowledge.

The event was divided into three phases. In the first phase, seven teams
competed in five rounds, where each team received one question per round in a
round-robin format. The top five teams advanced to the second phase, which was
a jeopardy-styled round. The teams were required to select questions in a point
range and answer them. The competition was fierce, and all teams displayed great
calculation skills. The third round was a rapid-fire round, where each team
selected one representative to answer as many questions as possible within a
minute. The top three teams advanced to this thrilling round, and the atmosphere
was electric as the representatives answered questions with lightning-fast speed.

Winners:
Rithvik [ Alumnus ], Vaishnavi [ Alumna ], Srinidhi [ 1st Year ], Hitaarth[ 4th Year ]



8. Stall Events

Stall events were held on day 2 of Sintillashunz, that is, on 5th March 2023. Four
stalls were put up near JSK Greens. The stalls include: -

[A] Whisper challenge:
Whisper challenge is an exciting game that can be played by two players. One
player is given a prompt and the other player is hooked up to a headset to
prevent them from hearing. The second person is supposed to guess what the
first person is trying to say via lip reading. Both people take turns being hooked
up to the headset. The pair that gets more number of phrases within the time
limit of two minutes wins.

Winners: Manjunadh (1st year, EIE), Harshitha (1st year, CSBS)

[B] Lost in Translation:

Lost in translation is a very nostalgic game where participants are given a prompt
in English which has been translated from either Hindi or Telugu. The participant
is supposed to guess the prompt in Telugu or Hindi. They need to guess as many
phrases as possible in a time limit of 2 minutes. The prompts given are either
dialogues or lyrics to a song.

Winners: Rashi (Bhavan’s college), Jagdish (IACG college)



[C] Find and Land:

Find and land is a series of two successive games. The first game consists of a
game called “Pictureka” in which the participant is given a board with multiple
images scattered on them and they get to shoot a dart onto a dart board. The
position at which the dart lands decides the type of card you get to pick. One of
the cards consists of the description of the image to be searched and the other
consists of the image itself. The participant is supposed to find the desired image
as fast as possible. The second consists of a game called cup pong. Participants
are supposed to land the ping pong balls in all the cups arranged by bouncing
them on the tables at least once.

Winner: Keerthana (3rd year, ECE)



Day Events - Art of Living

Our team AOL was completely equipped with the best interesting events possible
throughout this Sintillashunz. There is a total foot count of 120+ registrations and
here is a glimpse of them:

1. SATVIK FOOD EATING COMPETITION

Satvik food eating competition spreads the motto of Eat healthy - Stay healthy.
The participants are challenged to finish all the healthy foods as the time ticks!!
But one must remember that it is always the fastest fingers first. It took place on
4th and 6th APRIL

There were 3 winners in this competition with a prize of 5k, 3k and 2k each
respectively.



2. CLUEMINATI

This is a suspense mystery. Here the participants had to go through three rounds
to enter the finale. They have to interact with the suspects and discern the
murder mystery. The best and closest crime report made from that interaction
was rewarded. It took place on 4th April 2023.

There were 3 winners in this competition with a prize of 7k, 5k and 3k each
respectively.



Day Events - VJ Teatro

VJ FILMMANIA - Day 1

VJ FILMMANIA, a film festival organised by VJ Teatro, a short film making club of
VNRVJIET, was a grand success this year. The event was held as part of the main
fest, Sintillashunz, and was aimed at celebrating and encouraging the new and
young talent in the filmmaking industry.

The festival received submissions from all over the country like Mumbai,
Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Bheemavaram, Hyderabad etc..which is a testament to
the popularity and reach of VJ FILMMANIA. The shortlisted films were selected
based on various criteria such as direction, acting, editing, DOP, and story.
Ultimately, six short films were screened during the event, which was held on
April 4th.



The event was hosted by the first-year members of the club, under the guidance
of the third-year members. The festival was graced by the presence of some of the
faculty members who also enjoyed the short films screening. The event was a
spectacular display of talent and creativity. The filmmakers were able to tell
compelling stories in a short span of time, leaving the audience in awe. The films
were a testament to the fact that storytelling is an art form that knows no
boundaries

VJ FILMMANIA - Day 2

Due to the exceptional quality of the content received, the festival was extended,
and the second day event was graced by the presence of the movie team Atharva.
Atharva is an upcoming telugu film that has been creating waves in the industry.
The film has an intriguing storyline, gripping performances, and stunning visuals.
The movie team that visited the festival were welcomed by the club members .
The Director , music director , main lead and supporting cast of the film graced
the event.

The presence of the Atharva movie team added an extra layer of excitement to
the event. The team members were impressed by the quality of the films
screened during the festival and appreciated the efforts of the contestants. They



also took the opportunity to promote their upcoming film, which created a buzz
among the audience.As the festival drew to a close, the movie team Atharva
presented the awards to the winners of the contest. The awards were given out in
various categories, such as Best Direction, Best Actor, Best DOP, Best Editing, and
Best Short-film. The winners were ecstatic and felt grateful for the recognition
that they received.

VJ FILMMANIA - Day 3

On the third and final day of the VJ FILMMANIA film festival, the short films that
were shortlisted from the 48 Hour Short Film Contest were screened. The 48 Hour
Short Film Contest was a challenging yet exciting competition that pushed
filmmakers to create a short film within a 48-hour time limit.

The contest saw an overwhelming response from aspiring filmmakers who were
eager to test their skills and creativity under pressure. The rules of the
competition were simple: participants were given a theme , “GREED” and had to
create a short film based on that theme within 48 hours. The films were judged
based on various criteria such as concept, direction, cinematography, acting, and
editing.

The short films that were screened on the final day of the festival were the top
entries that were selected by the jury. Each film showcased a unique story that
was brought to life through the filmmaker's vision and creativity. The audience
was captivated by the engaging stories and impressive technical skills displayed in
the films. The contest encouraged participants to think outside the box and come
up with innovative ideas to tell a story.The contest was a true test of the
participants' passion for filmmaking and their ability to deliver quality work within
a tight deadline.



In conclusion, the 48 Hour Short Film Contest was a challenging yet rewarding
experience for the participants and the audience alike. The contest provided a
platform for aspiring filmmakers to showcase their skills and creativity and
encouraged them to push their boundaries. The VJ FILMMANIA film festival
provided a platform for these films to be screened, allowing the audience to
appreciate the hard work and talent of the participants. Overall, the festival was a
grand success and is sure to inspire future generations of filmmakers to take up
the art form and tell their stories to the world.



Day Events - Livewire

Dance Workshop

On April 5th, Livewire organised a dance workshop that was truly memorable. The
workshop was led by Mr. Swapnil Kumar, the founder of Proximity Crew. Mr.
Kumar is a multi-talented artist and is known for his exceptional dance moves,
brilliant choreography, and poetic expressions.

The workshop was a great opportunity for the dance crew to learn valuable
lessons and techniques from Mr. Kumar. The participants were truly inspired by
his teachings and found his insights to be very insightful. Mr. Kumar's unique style
and approach to dance left a lasting impression on the attendees.

The workshop covered a range of topics, from the basics of hip-hop dance to the
intricacies of choreography. The participants also had the opportunity to learn
about the importance of expression and storytelling in dance. The workshop was
designed to help the dancers improve their skills and take their performances to
the next level.



Day Events - Vignana Jyothi
Sahithi Vanam

1. ��తం - సం��తం

ప�� సంవత�రం క���ాలల� జ���� కల�ర� ���� "�ింట�ల�� ష��" ల� ��గం�ా �ా���వనం క�ట� �దట�
��� మ���హ�ం 3 గంటలక� Rattaiah square వద� "��తం-సం��తం" అ�� ���ద �ార�క�మం
�ర���ం�ం��.

ఈ ఆట జట�� �ా ఆ���� ఉంట�ం��. ఈ ఆటల� ఏ�ై�� ఒక �ెల�గ� �ాట �క� సం��తం ���ించపడ�త�ం��,
ఆ సం��తం ఏ �ాటల���ో అంచ�� ���ి ఆ జట�� ల� సభ��ల� ఎవ����� ఆ �ాటల�� పల��� �ాడవ��
ఉంట�ం��.



ఈ ఆటల� 15 జట�� ల� �ాల�� ����. ప�� జట�� �� 6 �ాటల �క� సం��తం ���ించబ��ం��. �ాటను
అంచ�� ���ి పల��� �ా��న �ా���� 20 మ�ర��ల�, ��వలం �ాటను అంచ�� ���ిన �ా���� 10 మ�ర��ల�
��ట��ంచబ��న�. ఇల� 110 మ�ర��ల� వ��న జట�� �దట� �ా� నంల�, 90 మ�ర��ల� వ��న జట��
��ండవ �ా� నంల� మ��య� 55 మ�ర��ల� వ��న జట�� మ�డవ �ా� నంల� ��ల��� ం��ర�.

�జ�తల� :
K.Anusha - 22071A0588, CSE-B
G.Madhu Nikitha - 22071A3218, CSBS
N.L.P Lahari - 22071A66H2, AIML-C
M.Nithya Sri - 22071A0594, CSE-B

రన��� జ���� :
Adiba sania - 22071A6203, CYS
N.Sreeja - 22071A6238, CYS
Likitha - 22071A6212, CYS

2. వ�క�ం

Sintillashunz-2023 ల� ��గం�ా �జ�� నజ��� �ా���వనం క�ట� 'వ�క�ం' అ�� �ార�క�మం
�ర���ంచబ��ం��. ఏ�ి�� 4వ �ే��న, మ.12:00 నుం�� 1:30 వరక� ఈ �ార�క�మం జ����ం��.

��ంట�� ��గం�ా 16 సభ��ల� ��మ� �ా�ిన క�తలను మ�ందు�ా ఆ���� � ����ా సమ���ం��ర�. �ార� ఆ
క�తలను ���య ����తల మ�ందు వ�క�పరచడం జ����ం��. ఈ �ార�క�మ��� �ెల�గ� త�నకల� �ార�
సమ���ం��ర�.

�ెల�గ� త�నకల� అ���� �ెల�గ� �ా��త��ార�ల సంఘం. �ామ��క మ�ద�మ�ల ����ా �� � �ా�� ల�
��డ�త�, �ెల�గ� ప�స��ాల�� ��వ��ల� �ాసూ� , తమల�� భ���ే��ాలను క�త ర�పం ల� �� �� �ేసూ� ��ట�
య�వతక� �ెల�గ� �ా��త�ం �క� ��ప�త���� ��ట��ె���ందుక� తమ వంత� కృ�ి �ేసు� ���ర�.



3. బ���ల� ప��� �....ఆడన�ం

�ింట�ల�ష�� ల� ��గం�ా �జ�� నజ��� �ా���వనం �ార� �ర���ం�న �ార�క�మం బ�గ�ల�
ప��� �....ఆ����ం. ఈ �ార�క�మం 4 ఏ�ి�� 2023 ���న ఉదయం 11:00 నుం�� మ���హ�ం 3:30 వరక� ,
�ీ� బ�� � ������ �� ల� �ర���ంచడం జ����ం��.

ఆట ���నం:



■ �జ�� నజ��� �ా���వనం �ా�� �ార�క�మ�లక� న�దు �ేసుక�న� జట�� సభ��లక� ఈ ఆట
�ర���ంచడం జ����ం��.

■ ఆట ల� ��గం�ా రంగ�రంగ�ల �ా� బ�డగలల� ��ధ సంఖ� గల �ట�ల� ఉంచడ���ం��.
■ ఆట ను మ��ంత ఆస���కరం�ా �ేయ�టక� ����ంట�ల� ఫ� ట��� ఇవ�డం  జ����ం��.
■ అట ఆడట���� వ��న జట�� సభ��లల� ఒక�� కళ�క� గంతల� కట�� ఉంచ�ా, ����� �ార� �ా����

సూచనల ����ా బ�డగ ఉన� ప��ేశం గ���ం� �ె�యజ�య��.
■ అల� జట�� సభ��ల� క��ి పగల��ట��న బ�డగల� ఉన� �ట� సంఖ� ఆ��రం�ా ,ప�శ�ల�

అడగట���ం��.
■ ప�� �ట� సంఖ�ల� 7 ��న� అం�ాలక� సంబం��ం�న 7 ��న� ప�శ�ల� �ేర�డ���ం��..

�యమ�ల�:
■ జట�� సభ��ల� 3 ���ాల వ�వ��ల� బ�డగను పగల��ట�వల�ి ఉంట�ం��. వ��న ప�శ�ల�

��గం�ా అడగబడ���... �ాబట�� 2 ���ాల వ�వ��ల� సమ�����ల� ఇవ�వల�ి ఉంట�ం��.
■ ఒక��ళ �దట పగల��ట��న బ�డగల� ఫ� ట�� వ��� ఇం��క� అవ�ాశం ఇవ�డం అవ�త�ం��.
■ ఇల� తక��వ సమయం ల� బ�డగను పగల��ట�� , ఎక��వ స���న సమ�����ల� �ె�ి�న జట�� �

�జ�త�ా ప�కట�ంచడం జ����ం��.



��ల��� ం��న �ా�� �వ�ాల�:
1వ బహ�మ� : లహ�� - 22071A66H2; మధు – 22071A3215; �త� �� – 22071A0594
2వ బహ�మ�: సుమల – 2107D2006; నయన �� - 21071D2004
3వ బహ�మ� : వ���త - 21071D2007; ప��ాం� క�మ�� -21071D2009

4. మ�ట�ా� మ�న���

Sintillashunz-2023 ల� ��గంగ �ా��� వనం సభ��ల���న ��మ� "మ�ట �ా� మ�న���" అ�� ఒక
ఆటను �ర���ంచడం జ����ం��. ఏ�ి�� 6వ �ే��న జ�.ఎ�.�� ����� ల� ఉ.11:00 నుం�� మ.1:00 వరక� ఈ
�ార�క�మం జ����ం��.

ఆట ���నం :
■ ఈ ఆటల� �ాల�� �� �ార� 2-4 సభ��ల� జట�� �ా ఏర���� ర�.
■ ఈ ఆటల� �ాల�� న� జట�� ల� నుం�� ఒక సభ��డ� నట���� జట�� ల�� ����న సభ��ల� ఆ ���� ��

గ�ర�� పట�� �. అ�ే ఒక��ళ ఆ సభ��డ� హ�� ���� ����� ����� సభ��ల� ఆ �ాటను గ�ర�� పట�� �.
�త�ం ఆర� ప��ల� ఇవ�డం జ����ం��.

■ ఏ జట�� అ��ే తక��వ సమయం ల� ఇ��న అ�� గ�ర�� పడ���� �ా���� �జ�తల� �ా
ప�కట�ంచడం జ����ం��.



��ల��� ం��న �ా�� �వ�ాల�:
�దట� �ా� నం : Tejasini - 21071A1269 ; Tejakiran - 21071A0271
��ండవ �ా� నం : Prashanth Kumar - 21071D2009 ; K. Nayanasree - 21071D2005 ; M.
Varshitha - 21071D2005 ; M. Sumala - 21071D2006
మ�డవ �ా� నం: K Anusha - 22071A0588 ; G. Madhu Nikitha - 22071A3218 ; N.L.P Lahari -
22072A66H2 ; M. Nithya Sri - 22071A0594

5. కథనం

Sintillashunz-2023 ల� ��గం�ా �జ�� నజ��� �ా���వనం క�ట� కథనం అ�� �ార�క�మ���
�ర���ం�ం��. ఈ �ార�క�మంల� �ాల�� �� �ార� ఆర� ప��ల� - క�ట�ంబం, కళ, ప�య�ణం, �త�ం, రహస�ం,
ఆ��రం లను ఉప���ం� ఒక కథను �ాయవల�ి ఉంట�ం��. ఉత�మ���న కథల�� బహ�మత�ల�
ఇవ�బ��� �. ఈ �ార�క�మం ఏ�ి�� 6 2023 న, మ. 12 గంటల నుం�� మ. 3 గంటల వరక� A- 013 ల�
జ����ం��.



6. �ె��

Sintillashunzల� ��గం�ా �జ�� నజ��� �ా���వనం 4th మ��య� 6th April న �ె�� �ార�క�మ���
�ర���ం��ర�. ఈ �ార�క�మంల� ఇద�ర� �����త�ల� ఒక��� ఒకర� �ి� రంగ �ాత�ల�� ల��� ప��ాణ /ఇ��స
�ాత�ల�� �� �కను �ే�ి, �ాట�� వ���ం���. ఒక జట�� ల� ఇద�ర� �� ట���ర�ల� ఉం���.

��ల��ాం��న �ా�� �వ�ాల�:
1. Sahithi – 9652509187 ; Indhu – 9100360934
2. Pranitha – 8125450975 ; .Nikhitha - 9392884517
3. Tejo Kiran – 6302366359 ; Rohith – 9573569403 (2nd Year CS-IoT)



Day Events - Crescendo

Being the music club of VNRVJIET, Crescendo conducted several musical events
during the three days of the cultural fest, and had a great experience being a part
of the festivities.

1. Solo Competitions

On the 4th of April, Sintillashunz started with the Musical Solo Competition events
such as Shruthi-Laya, Dhun-ki, Harmonix, and Instru-Lead in the B-Block Seminar
Hall. The judge for these events was Vidyadhar Raghavan, the lead vocalist and
keyboardist of the band Sarvam.

The Intramural events began at 10:00 a.m. with Dhun-ki (Light Music Solo Singing
Competition) in which there was huge participation of around 30 members. This
was a solo singing competition in which only Indian languages are allowed.



Dhun-ki (Light Music Solos) Winners:
J. Pramadwara - 21J41A6746
A. Sai Pranavi - 22071A05D5
S. Charishma - 22071A0554
B. Vidyananda Sagar - 19071A0473

Next was the Shruthi-Laya (Classical Solo Singing Competition) which had tough
competition among the participants. This was another solo singing competition in
which only Indian languages are allowed.

Sruthi-Laya (Classical Solos) Winners:
J. Pramadwara - 21J41A6746
M. Meghana - 22071A05P2
R. Tejaswini - 21071A6634
N. Geetha Charmi - 22071A04G8



In the afternoon session, Harmonix and InstruLead were conducted, providing a
platform for about thirty participants in each competition to showcase their talent
beyond academics. Harmonix was another solo singing competition in which only
western language songs are allowed, while InstruLead was a solo instrumental
competition in which the participants can show their individual instrumental
skills. Many students from various other colleges participated in these
competitions, and the number of outside participants was also good. The results
of the competitions were announced by the judge, and the event successfully
ended as a great opportunity for students to exhibit their skills and compete with
their peers.



Harmonix (Western Solos) Winners:
B.Vidyananda Sagar - 19071A0473
K. Koushtub - 22071A2419
B. Sai Sri Vallabha - 22071A6208

Instru-Lead (Instrumental Solos) Winners:
B. Sai Shriya - 22071A6910
J. Pramadwara - 21J41A6746
M. Yeshwanth - 20071A04N5

We were delighted to meet and jam with the legendary music director Koti sir in
between our solo competitions on 4th April in B-Block seminar hall.



2. Antakshari

The second day of Crescendo, on April 5th, began with a special event exclusively
held for the esteemed faculty members of VNRVJIET. Antakshari, a fun-filled
musical game played in teams, comprising four rounds and was played with great
enthusiasm. The event started at 2 p.m. and concluded at 5 p.m. The faculty
members teamed up amongst themselves to participate and had a great time.

3. Charminar Jam (Battle of Bands)

The third day of Sintillashunz, April 6th, began with an outstanding display of
competitive spirit in the Charminar Jam, the Battle of Bands, which took place at
the Main Stage. Six bands from different colleges, including the home band
Crescendo, were shortlisted for the competition. Shanmunkh Bharadwaj, one of
the best young artists of Hyderabad, was the judge for the event. He is a playback
singer and the lead vocalist of Vedam, one of the most popular bands in
Hyderabad. His singing has been greatly appreciated by music enthusiasts of all



levels in Hyderabad. The competition began at 11 a.m. and ended at 2 p.m. The
home band of VNRVJIET, Crescendo, was declared the winner of the Charminar
Jam, and the college band of IARE, Rhapsody, was the runner-up.



Day Events - Scintillate

Traditional Day Photobooth

On April 5th, VNRVJIET celebrated its annual traditional day. In the spirit of the
festivities, Scintillate - the Photography club of VNRVJIET - held a photo booth near
B Block Entrance. Students arrived both alone and with their friends to take
pictures in their traditional dresses and remember the occasion. Over 300 photos
were taken on the day of the many students at VNRVJIET.
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Cheers to a successful fest, and may next year’s Sintillashunz shine even brighter!


